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FLAWED and disorganized policies in dealing with trade liberalization may have landed the
Philippines at its current place as one of the region’s growth laggards in the trade arena,
according to speakers at a recent trade policy forum.

  

The forum brought together industry, legal and government representatives to discuss the
economic ramifications behind the country’s trade liberalization policy, which held the promise
of millions of new jobs, a stronger export and industrial sector, and a lessened scourge of
poverty.  

    

This, said Dr. Rene Ofreneo, executive director of the Fair Trade Alliance, did not come to pass,
and, in many cases, resulted in the reverse, as it was flawed from the beginning. 

  

Instead of having any national competitiveness plan to implement liberalization, only a trade
liberalization program was adopted.   

  

“They [policymakers] were obsessed with liberalization just for liberalization’s sake,” he told the
forum, organized by the Action for Economic Reforms, Ideals and the BusinessMirror.  

  

He described as “naïve and narrow” the approach taken by the architects of this program,
saying they just expected foreign investments to “flow into the country” after complying with
liberalization standards. 
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“It [investments] does not go that way. Governments have to work for it,” he said. 

  

He said in terms of tariffs, the Philippines should have pursued “industrial targeting” or
calibrated protection, a “time- and performance-bound” manner of protection, like what the
country’s neighbors did.  

  

“The Philippines’ tariffs are a third of Thailand’s and even much less compared with China and
India, yet these countries outperform the Philippines in export capacity,” he said. 

  

Also, World Bank statistics show that Philippine-bound foreign direct investments (FDIs), which
is a more permanent form of investment, was nearly on a par with its Asian neighbors in the
’80s when trade liberalization was relatively new. 

  

But by 2003, FDIs in the Philippines amounted to $320 million versus Vietnam’s $1.45 billion,
Thailand’s $2 billion and Malaysia’s $2.5 billion—all of which employed calibrated protectionism.

  

Jpepa

  

This calibrated approach should also apply for free-trade agreements, said lawyer Golda
Benjamin, coordinator on international trade ideals. 

  

She said that in terms of bilateral trade agreements, other countries follow a series of calculated
steps from changing laws to accommodate its economic goals before committing to these
agreements. This is because many of these agreements are self-executing, and binding
commitments which are subject to a very limited list of exemptions. 

  

But Filipino policymakers “make commitments first, which are binding and then later on realize
that these are inconsistent with [Philippine] laws and then have [these] laws changed.”
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She cited as an example the Japan-Philippines Economic Partnership Agreement (Jpepa),
which will remove trade barriers from both countries allowing free trade, promoting investments
and boosting employment as it will allow the export of Filipino professionals, among other trade
issues.

  

The agreement has plenty of critics, despite its vaunted advantages for the Philippines. “It
should have been a perfect fit [Jpepa],” said Dr. Ofreneo, who disagrees with certain provisions
like allowing the importation of secondhand motor vehicles, which the Constitution bans under
Executive Order 156. 

  

The Philippines is the only member among Asean countries with its EPA with Japan containing
such provision. 

  

For her part, Benjamin said the country should be more careful with such agreements. 

  

“This will [have] a trickle-down effect on other trading partners waiting in line. We have the US
waiting to negotiate with us, then the European Union and we are about to sign the agreement
with Australia and New Zealand,” she said, adding, “No one will be stupid enough to try and
negotiate for less than what another country got.”

  

But Dr. Josef Yap, president of the Philippine Institute of Development Studies, said the Jpepa
was, more than anything else, an assurance to the Japanese that the Philippines will support
and continue to view it as a strategic partner, even though China is the clear leader in the
region. 

  

Manufacturing not helped by trade liberalization 

  

In terms of boosting exports, Dr. Ofreneo said trade liberalization did not pave the way for the
Philippines to “graduate” and build up its competitive advantage over the years, as Japan and
Korea did. He cited the manufactured exports sector, where the Philippines has specialized as
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an assembler for almost four decades.  

  

He said the country needs to “grow” into higher types, eventually into brand design, original
brands and even information-technology applications. Overall, he said the rapid liberalization
that the country embarked upon was an ineffective formula for export growth.  

  

Meanwhile, Yap agreed that this rapid level of liberalization did not produce the expected
results. 

  

In a presentation showing comparative tariff rates in Southeast Asia, he noted the Philippines’
tariff rate has dropped from being the region’s highest in 1978 to one of the lowest—second
only to Indonesia—in 2007. 

  

He noted that this helped trade liberalization to achieve one of its goals to increase total
exports, but admitted that it did not attain the same results in terms of development. 

  

Quoting statistics from the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (Unido) report in
2003, Dr. Yap said the country’s share of high-technology products in manufactured exports is
82 percent—“second only to Japan.” 

  

But looking at the value-added of these products to the local economy, the Philippines is the
weakest at 38 percent compared with Thailand (42 percent), Indonesia (43 percent), Malaysia
(65.1 percent) and Singapore (87 percent).

  

“If you look at early arguments for trade, it was focused on the manufacturing sector. They
wanted the manufacturing sector to be more vibrant, to expand. But that did not happen. The
manufacturing sector stagnated,” he said

  

He added that another failure by trade liberalization is in alleviating the incidence of poverty, of
which the Philippines ranks highest at 30 percent of its population compared with neighbors like
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Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia and even China.  

  

“This is a product of trade liberalization mismanagement, that trade liberalization is not doing
what it is supposed to be doing,” he said. 

  

Trade liberalization not hopeless

  

Despite trade liberalization’s lack of success in achieving its promises, Dr. Yap still thinks
changing certain aspects and attitudes can help it work. 

  

Trade liberalization, he said, has been affected by a strong exchange rate, poor infrastructure
spending and the lack of strategic industrial policy. 

  

He said the peso-dollar exchange rate has been overvalued since the 1940s, most notably in
early 2008 where it hit P40 to a dollar. 

  

A strong peso encourages spending, as well as imports, while a weaker peso encourages
exports and investments. He attributed volatile rates to currency fluctuations among major
currencies and wild swings in capital flows. 

  

He noted that remedies could be reforms in the international financial architecture, from Asean
countries clamoring for reforms, or regional financial cooperation, such as the hastening of a
regional framework by the Asean+3.

  

For industrial policy, he recommended a focus on human resources development and skills
development, and the boosting of local industries, as well as entrepreneurs. 

  

In terms of infrastructure, he said the “government has not done its role because of its debt
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obligations [spanning from the 1980s].” But he noted a need to boost tax-efficiency collection,
saying: “There is still more room for improvement.”

  

“It’s still a viable policy, but it still has to be backed by a [supportive] exchange rate, a strategic
industrial policy and by good infrastructure,” said Yap. 

IN PHOTO -- A CARGO ship is berthed at Asian Terminals Inc. in Manila in this January
2008 file photo. The Philippines’ tariffs are a third of Thailand’s and even much less
compared with China and India, yet these countries outperform the Philippines in export
capacity.  ENRIQUE SORIANO/BLOOMBERG NEWS
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